Whole-exome sequencing reveals diverse modes of inheritance in sporadic mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss in a pediatric population.
This study was designed to delineate genetic contributions, if any, to sporadic forms of mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) not related to GJB2 mutations (DFNB1) in a pediatric population. We recruited 11 non-DFNB1 simplex cases of mild to moderate SNHL in children. We applied whole-exome sequencing to all 11 probands. We used a filtering strategy assuming that de novo variants of known autosomal dominant (AD) deafness genes, biallelic mutations in autosomal recessive (AR) genes, monoallelic mutations in X chromosome genes for males, and digenic inheritance could be associated. Candidate variants first were prioritized with allele frequency in public databases and confirmed by a phase or a segregation test in each family. Additional information from the literature or public databases was used to identify strong candidate variants. Strong candidate variants were detected in 5 of 11 probands (45.4%). A diverse mode of inheritance implicated the sporadic occurrence of the phenotype. AR mutations in OTOGL and SERPINB6 and digenic inheritance involving two deafness genes, GPR98 and PDZ7, were detected. A de novo AD mutation also was detected in TECTA and MYH14. No syndromic feature was detected in individuals with GPR98/PDZ7 or MYH14 variants in our cohort at this moment. Mild to moderate pediatric SNHL, even if sporadic, features a strong genetic etiology and can manifest via diverse modes of inheritance. In addition, a multidisciplinary approach should be used for a correct diagnosis.